PRCL Cluster #prcluster
The purpose of the PRCL Cluster is to create connections, foster mentorship and increase social
interactions among teams in the Pacific Rim Curling League. Your team and one other PRCL team are
paired together to form a cluster (#prcluster). Get to know your other cluster team and cheer each
other on as you progress through the season. Share a pitcher or two in the Last Draw Lounge. Share
strategy tips and learn more about the game. You will remain in the same cluster for the full season.

Cluster Lustre
Add some lustre to your cluster by earning cluster points from October 3 to March 26. The cluster that
musters the most lustre by the end of the season will win the #prcluster crown.
To earn cluster points, simply post photos of your cluster activities to Instagram, Twitter or Facebook.
Tag your posts with #prcluster.
To qualify as a cluster activity, at least two members of each original team must be actively participating,
and must be visible in the posted photo. Below are just some examples of cluster activities. Feel free to
add your own. Play all 16 “stones” to maximize your cluster lustre.

RED STONES

YELLOW STONES

Cheer on the other team in your cluster.

Monday Night Trivia at The Junction.

Share snacks in the Last Draw Lounge.

Visit Eddie at Motorcycle World.

Practice curling together.

Go dancing at Pumpjack.

Watch a TV curling game together.

Karaoke at Numbers.

Play a board game or cards.

Curl in Pink Broom or Pac Rim Cup.
Tour a craft brewery or winery.

Take a hike or bike ride.

Attempt an escape room.

Brunch!
Red “stones” earn
1 point each
(max 8 points)

#prcluster

Go to the beach or park.

Create your own cluster adventure.
Yellow “stones” earn
2 points each
(max 16 points)

